First month of development of fetal neurons transplanted as a cell suspension into the adult CNS.
It has been demonstrated elsewhere that fetal thalamic tissue, when transplanted as a cell suspension into the excitotoxically neuron-depleted adult somatosensory thalamus, can grow, differentiate, and receive projections from host afferents. In the present study, we used the same paradigm to analyse the transplanted neurons during their morphogenesis, i.e. during the first month after transplantation. Using various anatomical criteria, at the light and electron microscope levels, we compared the development of transplanted neurons with the normal ontogeny of homologous neuronal populations. Confined solely to the mechanically lesioned area during implantation at seven days post-grafting, the transplant increased in size to occupy most of the previously neuron-depleted area by the third week after grafting. The final size of the transplant thus depended upon the size of the lesion. At seven days post-grafting, the neurons were small in size and the cellular density was high. At this immature stage few synaptic contacts were visible and the ultrastructure was characterized by large extracellular spaces. At 10 days post-grafting, the size of the neurons had increased and the cellular density had decreased. Both an extensive dendritic proliferation and a simultaneous active synaptogenesis could also be observed. All these events continued to evolve and during the third week the neuropil progressively acquired more mature ultrastructural characteristics. Synaptic contacts exhibiting characteristics comparable to those observed in the intact thalamus also became more numerous. At 20 days post-grafting, axonal myelination had started, the development of the graft apparently stopped and the various criteria had stabilized. Until that developmental stage, growth of grafted neurons compared to that of normal thalamic ones. At later stages, however, grafted neurons failed to grow larger and did not reach the size of the homologous population in the adult animal. It seems, therefore, that transplants of thalamic fetal neurons can be used as a tool with which to study thalamic neuronal development, within definable limits.